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AUTOMATION USER OVERSIGHT INTEGRATION

Leverage Canoe
Connect to retrieve

documents
automatically from

GP portals

Automatically load
documents into

Canoe from email
inboxes and file

repositories

Leverage manager
data from Addepar to

categorize, rename
and save documents

by user preference
 

Store and share 
documents in a 

cloud-based central 
repository

Extract and
normalize data using

proprietary Shared
Intelligence
technology

Execute hundreds of
automated data rules

ensure extracted 
data is reliable

Receive alerts for 
data exceptions

Sync data between
Canoe and Addepar to
maintain data integrity

and ease of access
 

Relevant data syncs 
bidirectionally, from 

Canoe to Addepar and 
from Addepar to 

Canoe

RETRIEVE INGEST CATEGORIZE EXTRACT VALIDATE DELIVER

CANOE CONNECT CANOE INTELLIGENCE

Bidirectional integration between systems enables greater efficiency and data accuracy 
for wealth managers

Canoe and Addepar have partnered to launch a first-in-class bidirectional API integration. This
integration combines the powerful alternatives data automation of Canoe with the sophisticated
portfolio analytics and reporting of Addepar to deliver enhanced operational scale and efficiency.
Together, Canoe and Addepar empower wealth managers with complete data automation and
control to deliver comprehensive, accurate and timely investment advice.

Sync your alternatives data between Canoe and Addepar

Automated Alternatives Data 
Workflows for Wealth Managers

+ PARTNER 
PROGRAM
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ONGOING 
WORKFLOWS

INITIAL 
ONBOARDING

Onboard new investments
when needed

Set up alternative investments
and ownership
Create API user to connect 
Addepar and Canoe

Enter API credentials into Canoe 

Define data rules and alerts 

Provide portal info for document 
collection

Review and validate flagged
data exceptions

Define the relevant data elements
to push to Addepar

Explore the Canoe + Addepar integration for your firm!

LEARN MORE

3.  Easily update alternatives data

4.  Keep documents at your fingertips

1.  Gather source documents with Canoe

IN ADDEPAR

2.  Sync investments and ownership between systems

IN CANOE

Load your alternative investments and their ownership details automatically from
Addepar directly into Canoe, and keep them in sync.

Automatically collect your statements and notices directly from portals and/or
emails as soon as they are made available.

Systematically categorize, rename and save your documents in Canoe’s cloud-
based repository for centralized storage and convenient sharing.

Gain immediate access to all of your alternative investment data, and deliver that data
directly into Addepar on-demand or on schedule.

Once you’ve established your Canoe and Addepar instances, it’s simple to connect the two 
systems. While Canoe and Addepar handle the majority of the onboarding and ongoing data 
workflows, there are a few steps required by the client.

Getting Started

Canoe + Addepar Integration Benefits

https://share.hsforms.com/1BlXgLJoQTvyHvr_AVdmt8g45smr
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About Addepar

About Canoe Intelligence
Canoe Intelligence redefines alternative investment data processes for hundreds of 
leading institutional investors, capital allocators, asset servicing firms and wealth 
managers. By combining industry expertise with the most sophisticated data capture 
technologies, Canoe’s technology automates the highly-frustrating, time-consuming, 
and costly manual workflows related to alternative investment document and data 
management, extraction and delivery. With Canoe, clients can refocus capital and 
human resources on business performance and growth, increase efficiency, and gain 
deeper access to their data. Canoe’s AI-driven platform was developed in 2013 for 
Portage Partners LLC, a private investment firm. 

Learn more: www.canoeintelligence.com

Addepar is a software and data platform that is purpose-built for professional wealth,
investment and asset management firms to deliver outstanding results for their clients.
More than 800 leading firms trust Addepar to unlock the power and possibility of more
informed, data-driven investing and advice. With client presence in more than 30
countries, Addepar’s platform aggregates portfolio, market and client data for over $4
trillion in assets. Firms can also use Marketplace, a digital experience offered through
Acervus Securities (member FINRA), to access and transact in a range of investment
products with a focus on alternative and private market investments. Addepar’s open
platform integrates with more than 100 software, data and services partners to deliver
a complete solution for a wide range of firms and use cases. Addepar embraces a
global flexible workforce model with offices in Silicon Valley, New York City, Salt Lake
City, Chicago, London and Edinburgh, Scotland.

 
Learn more: www.addepar.com


